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Predicting Rebound of Planar Elastic Collisions

1 INTRODUCTION

Impact events occur in a wide variety of circumstances, from the everyday
occurrence of striking a nail with a hammer to the protection of spacecraft against
meteoroid impact. All too frequently, we see the results of impact on our roads.
Newspapers report spectacular accidents which often involve impact loadings, such as
the collision of aircraft, trains and ships, as well as the results of impact or blast
loadings on pressure vessels and buildings due, for instance, to accidental explosions.

Impact is defined as the collision of two or more objects in which the mass
effect of both impinging bodies must be taken into account, excluding cases of
impulsive loading where one of the striking objects does not possess the characteristics
of a solid. The concept of impact is further differentiated from the case of static loading
by the nature of its application. Forces created by collisions are exerted and removed in
a very short interval of time and initiate stress waves which travel away from the region

of contact. Impact of bodies with curved or pointed surfaces is accompanied by
penetration of one member into the other. On the other hand, static loading is regarded

as a series of equilibrium states and requires no consideration of accelerating or wave
effects.

The study of collisions has been a source of interest for centuries. The
foundation for a rational description of impact phenomena was established
simultaneously with the birth of the science of mechanics. Galileo (1564-1642) was the
first to introduce the concept of rigid-body impact. He recognized that the contact force

performs work during impact, but confused the ideas of momentum and energy.
Nevertheless, it is interesting to note that the concept of objects as rigid bodies has
survived essentially unchanged to the present day and represents the only exposition of
impact in most texts on dynamics.
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The first detailed investigation of an impact phenomenon was undertaken in
1668 at the suggestion of the Royal Society of London. Three outstanding mechanicists

and mathematicians Wallis, Wren, and Huygens presented their works in which they
expounded the laws of motion of colliding bodies independently of one another. They
considered the simplest case where two bodies with mass m1 and m2 in inertial motion
along a single line with velocities v1 and v2 collide. In Wallis' memoir an absolutely
inelastic impact is discussed after which the bodies m1 and m2 coalesce, thus forming a
single entity. On the other hand, Wren and Huygens considered the opposite case of an
absolutely elastic impact. To calculate the motion of the bodies after impact Wallis and
Wren postulated conservation of the total momentum m1v1 +m2v2 of the system. Wren in

his memoir mentions experimental verification of the collision laws he carried out.
Newton referred to Wren's experiments in his famous Mathematical Foundations of
Natural Philosophy published in 1687. Huygens' memoir, unjustly left unpublished by
the Royal Society of London, makes a stronger impression as compared with the works

of Wren and Wallis. Huygens proceeded from the Galilean principle of relativity',
using it to actually derive the law of conservation of total momentum. Huygens thus

anticipated the ideas of Sophus Lie and Emmy Noether on the connection of
conservation laws with the symmetries of space-time.

Subsequently, Newton (1642-1727) not only furnished his well known laws of
motion but also introduced the notion of coefficient of restitution, defined as the ratio of

the normal component of the separation velocity to the normal component of the
approach velocity. In 1817, Poisson defined another coefficient of restitution, based on

the ratio of the impulse during the restitution phase over the impulse during
compression. Both Newton's and Poisson's coefficient of restitution are still widely
employed, although their application can lead to wrong results when not properly used.
At the end of the nineteenth century, Hertz developed the theory of local contact

deformations. In 1882, he published the classic paper On the Contact of Elastic Solids,
which started the subject of contact mechanics. At the time Hertz was only twenty-four,

and was working as a research assistant to Helmholtz in the University of Berlin. His
interest in the problem was aroused by experiments on optical interference between

glass lenses. The question arose whether elastic deformation of the lenses under the
'Galileo defined a reference frame based on planets of the Solar System.
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action of the force holding them in contact could have a significant influence on the
pattern of interference fringes. It is easy to imagine how the hypothesis of an elliptical
area of contact could have been prompted by observations of interference fringes. His
knowledge of electrostatic potential theory then enabled him to show, by analogy, that

an ellipsoidal-Hertzian-distribution of contact pressure would produce elastic
displacements in the two bodies which were compatible with the proposed area of
contact. Hertz presented his theory to the Berlin Physical Society in January 1881 when

members of the audience were quick to perceive its technological importance and
persuaded him to publish a second paper in a technical journal. However, developments

in the theory did not appear in the literature until the beginning of this century,
stimulated by engineering developments on the railways, in marine reduction gear and

in the rolling contact bearing industry. Nonetheless, the Hertz theory has found wide
use despite the static-elastic nature of its derivation2 and its restriction to the frictionless
surfaces and perfectly elastic solids.
Progress in the present century has been associated largely with the removal of
these restrictions. A proper treatment of friction at the interface of bodies in contact has
enabled the elastic theory to be extended to both slipping and rolling contact in a realistic

way. In 1904, Whittaker developed a method to analyze impact with friction. However,
his theory3 gives acceptable results only when the direction of slip remains constant

throughout the collision. If the slip velocity happens to reverse its direction during
impact, Whittaker's method leads to an increase of energy, thereof violating the
conservation of energy principles4. Routh (1905) developed a graphical solution for
planar collisions that predicts the total impulse generated during the impact of two
bodies, in both normal and tangential directions.

The Hertzian theory of impact follows directly from Hertz's static theory of
contact between frictionless elastic bodies where the deformation is assumed to be
2Hertz considers local deformation only. The effects of wave propagation of impact are not taken into
account, so that the approximation is referred to as static.

3Based on the assumption that the frictional impulse is in the slip direction and that its magnitude is
the coefficient of friction times the normal impulse.

4Kane found, by applying the method to a compound pendulum striking a fixed surface, that the
method would predict that the system would experience an increase of energy for certain parameter
values.
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restricted to the vicinity of the contact area. Although wave propagation in the bodies is

ignored, this restricted theory has been shown to lead to acceptable results for a
sufficiently low approach velocity, which is the case for many engineering purposes
(Hunter, 1957). Maw, Barber and Fawcett (1976) used Hertzian theory in this manner.
They postulated that where bodies respond to friction forces some of the work done in
deflecting the bodies tangentially is stored as elastic strain energy in the solids and is
recoverable under suitable circumstances. By assuming that the contact area comprises
sticking and slipping regions and the coefficient of friction is constant in slipping
region, Maw developed a solution for the oblique impact of an elastic sphere on a fixed,
perfectly rigid body. During collision, contact spreads from a point into a small region
wherein tangential compliance influences the development of local slip. In both (Maw et

al., 1976) and (Maw et al., 1981) the tangential compliance of the contact surface under

the action of Coulomb friction was shown to have a significant effect on the rebound
angles, if the local angle of incidence doesn't greatly exceed the angle of frictions. The
importance of the tangential compliance was also demonstrated by Smith and Liu
(1992). They used ANSYS, a sophisticated numerical code that predicts the dynamical

response of a deformable solid generated by time dependent loading, taking into
account damping and inertial effects.

Impact is a large and complex field. On one hand, the impact velocities may be
low and give rise to a quasi-static response, on the other hand, they may be sufficiently
large to cause the properties of the target material to change significantly. Moreover,
during collision, the contact area grows from a point at the first contact to a maximum

value at the end of the compression phase and vanishes when the bodies separate. As
this change occurs, the internal forces and deformations are propagated away from the
contact area. Thus, the theoretical development of the subject usually leads to a severely
complex mathematical model. This complexity, coupled with the relative ignorance of
the behavior of materials under conditions of rapidly applied stress, is the paramount
reason why the analysis of impact phenomena has been restricted to collisions involving
only simple types of geometry. Recent developments (Maw et al., 1981; Smith and Liu,
1992) lead to a good approximation in the prediction of planar collisions. However, to

properly account for this complex interaction, those procedures involve heavy
numerical codes that are time and money consuming. We would like, therefore, to rely
5The angle of friction is tan -1.t, t being Coulomb's coefficient of friction.
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on an impact model with a numerical solution that would be as simple as possible, i.e.
with the lowest possible degree of approximation combined with the lowest number of
calculations in the numerical procedure.

In the present thesis, we focus on the definition of a simplified planar impact
model whose numerical analysis leads to a good approximation of both central and
eccentric impacts with circular contact. We apply our theory to the impact of both a rod
and a sphere on a plane, and compare the results to those from (Maw et al., 1976,
1981) and (Smith and Liu, 1992). Subsequently, a discussion on the efficiency of our
model is developed.
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2 IMPACT ANALYSIS

Models representing a physical system must be idealized to render them
amenable to theoretical treatment, and the postulated dynamic behavior of such bodies

must be verified by suitable experiments. As a consequence of the complexity of the
interactions occurring during a collision, complete solutions have been obtained only
for simple geometrical configurations. Although many different approaches to the same
problem have been recorded, no general impact theory has been developed to date.
The classical theory of impact is based primarily on the impulse-momentum law

for rigid bodies. Even though classical impact analysis does not furnish forces and
stresses inside of the colliding objects, it does provide velocity changes, impulses and
energy loss which can sometimes be used to estimate forces and stresses.

Because the post-collision motion depends so heavily on the unknown impulse,

the assumptions that form a contact law to supplement the equations of rigid body
mechanics have a profound effect on the predicted motion. In classical analysis for rigid

body collisions, a common assumption is that the coefficient of restitution e is known.

However, when the deformation of the contact region is properly analyzed, such
assumption is no longer necessary.

In this section, after defining the different types of impact, we analyze the
different contact laws commonly used, based either on a coefficient-of-restitution
approach or on a contact-area-deformation analysis. Subsequently, we present the
analysis of planar impact developed by Routh, Maw et al., and Smith and Liu.

2.1 Impact Classification
A typical planar rigid body impact is shown in Figure F2.1, wherein a body B
impinges on a stationary and much more massive body B n is the normal to the surface

of contact of the two bodies. 0 is the angle between the normal directed by n and the
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line joining the contact point P to the center of inertia B*. a is the angle between the
directions of n and VP, the velocity of point P at initial contact.

n

t

Figure F2.1 Planar collision classification.

Such collisions may be classified as normal if a = 0, or oblique if a # 0.
Moreover, the impact is central if the normal impulse causes changes solely in the
normal velocity difference while the tangential impulse produces changes only in the
relative tangential velocity6. Otherwise, the collision is eccentric. Note that there is no
shear stress in the contact area only in the situation where the collision is both normal
and central. The above classification has been displayed using a two-dimensional

6This is the case when 0 = 0, as demonstrated by using Eqn. (3.2-58).
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impact model for clarity and convenience. Those definitions can be extended to threedimensional impacts.

2.2 Coefficients of Restitution
For frictionless and perfectly elastic impact of two bodies, the law of
conservation of mechanical energy provides the second relation required to uniquely

determine the final velocities of the objects. When the impact produces either a
permanent deformation, or vibration, or

Perfectly elastic

Perfectly inelastic
Approach velocity

Figure F2.2 Common trend of coefficients of restitution.

friction in the contact region, this relation is replaced by the introduction of a coefficient

of restitution e for the process. This coefficient is purported by some to describe the
degree of plasticity of the collision, and controls the normal velocity changes as well as
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the loss of energy7. Values of e=1 and e=0, as shown in Figure F2.2, denote the
idealized concepts of perfectly elastic and plastic impact, respectively.

The coefficient of restitution e, along with the equations of impulse and
momentum, provide a simple procedure for predicting the motion of two colliding rigid

bodies immediately after impact. Originally, e was introduced by Newton as a velocity

constraint, and was defined as the ratio of the normal component of the separation
velocity to the normal component of the approach velocity, as
e(1) = --vn

(1)

vA
n

Note that, when reversal velocity does not occur, e is negative. This is illustrated, for

instance, by the case of a ball passing through a window, while breaking it. The
applications of Newton's impact law are limited. Kane demonstrated in 1984, by using

the example of a compound pendulum, that eccentric collisions with slip reversal
experience a paradoxical increase of energy. Note that contrary to long-held beliefs, e

smaller than 1 does not imply that kinetic energy does not increase, nor does a loss in
kinetic energy imply that e does not exceed 1. Subsequent to Newton's work, Poisson
(1817) developed a theory based on the separation of impact into a compression phase
followed by a restitution phase. The former goes from the beginning of impact until the

moment of greatest compression. The latter starts at greatest compression and
terminates when the bodies separate. The coefficient of restitution is then defined as the

normal impulse during restitution divided by the normal impulse during compression,
as
e

(2)

,R
6.12

c

(2)

g.
The use of Poisson's coefficient can also lead to paradoxical results, that seem to be
related to the tangential component of the contact impulse. For the case of slip reversal

during compression, Poisson's hypothesis yields a non-frictional dissipation, that
doesn't vanish even when e=1 (Stronge, 1990).

Hitherto, both Newton's and Poisson's rules have been widely used in
percussive dynamics, as they lead to all linear solutions. Newton's translates into a
linear form an assumption of the work done by the normal percussive force. Poisson's
7Hunt and Crossley (1975) related the notion of coefficient of restitution to damping in vibroimpact.
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is linear as it assumes that the normal force during restitution is proportional to the

normal force during compression. Newton's and Poisson's are equivalent if the
collision is both central and normal or if friction is negligible. However, these
coefficients differ for most cases of rough collisions. Stronge (1991), demonstrated that

Newton's and Poisson's coefficients usually lead to different wrong solutions, unless
the impact is central and non-frictional. Battle (1993) examined the problem in more
detail; for single-point-rough collisions in multibody systems with perfect constraints
and both Coulomb's friction and infinite tangential stiffness at contact point, under

particular circumstances, both Newton's and Poisson's coefficients of restitution are
consistent, and furthermore, equivalent. Specifically, it occurs when: firstly, the
equations of motion have constant coefficients, which happens for smooth collisions,
rough collisions without slipping, and rough collisions with permanent sliding in a
constant direction; secondly, the collision is balanced8, i.e. the collision does not affect
the tangential velocity if there were no friction. However, in the particular case of
balanced impact with change of sliding direction, the consistency would be verified
only if sliding stops.
In the past few years, alternate coefficients of restitution have been proposed.
Stronge (1990) defined a coefficient of restitution that depends on the ratio of the work
performed by the normal contact forces during restitution to the work performed by the
normal contact forces during compression, as
DR

e(3)

=

\ (--wi )

(3)

Stronge's alternative always satisfies dissipation constraints for the normal compressive

reaction. This definition relates e to inelastic deformation of colliding bodies; it is
independent of friction and slip. With this definition the ratio of separation and incident
velocities explicitly depends on both e and the process of slip at the contact point.

More recently, Smith (1991) suggested a generalization of Newton's and
Poisson's rules by considering an energetically consistent upper bound, different from

one, when tangential impulse is possible. This development is based on an alternative

of the static-kinetic friction relationships involving the contact forces of Kane and
8 Generalizes the concept of central collision.
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Levinson9: Smith proposed a tangential impulse proportional to both the kinetic
coefficient of friction and an 'average' of the tangential components of both the
approach and separation velocities. Moreover, Smith emphasized the need to reconsider

the common assumption of e considered as a material constant. In some cases, e may
depend significantly on the initial velocity10. But a dependence on the coefficient of
friction t and the inertia properties of the colliding bodies could also be suspected. The
remark made by Smith is that more important as it appears to have been tacitly assumed

that the value of the coefficient of restitution, determined for a specific pair of rigid
bodies at a specified approach velocity, can also be used for an eccentric impact of the
same bodies, at the same approach velocity. A different value of the coefficient of
restitution for central impact should, however, be used for an eccentric impact, as
demonstrated by Adams and Tran (1993). In addition, em, em and e(3) are generally
different. They are equal only when the collision is both central and non frictional, or
with the tangential force proportional to the normal force throughout contact.11

The coefficient of restitution is often treated as a constant in the dynamical
equations, as it does not depend on the unknown rebound velocity. Furthermore, e was

originally thought to be a material property. Recently, however, attention has been
given to the determination of e from the material properties, approach velocities,
temperature, and the geometry of the colliding bodies. Johnson (1985) introduced a
model that used elastic Hertz contact followed by fully plastic deformation during the
loading phase. The restitution phase is elastic with both the force and contact area
continuous at the instant of transition between the compression and the restitution
phases.

9Refer to (Smith, 1991), Eqns. (14) and (15).
Me decreases as the approach velocity increases.

11,es when there is unidirectional sliding.
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2.3 Analysis of the Deformation of the Contact Area

2.3.1 Normal Compliance
The first satisfactory analysis of the stresses at the contact of two elastic solids

is attributed to Hertz. He studied the contact of continuous and non-conforming
surfaces with small strains in the contact area. He made the hypothesis that the contact
area of two elastic solids is generally elliptical and proved that it is proportional to Fa213,

Fa being the normal impact force. Then he introduced the simplification that, for the
purpose of calculating the local deformation, each body can be regarded as an isotropic
and homogeneous semi-infinite elastic half-space loaded over a small elliptical region of
its plane surface. In order for this simplification to be justifiable two conditions must be
satisfied; the significant dimensions of the contact area must be small compared with
both the dimensions of each body12 and the relative radii of curvature of the surfaces13.

Note that the highly concentrated stresses at the contact area are treated separately from
the general distribution of stress in the bodies. Moreover, the surfaces are considered to

be frictionless so that only a normal pressure is transmitted between them. Physically

the contact pressure produces a deformation of the interface, and subsequently, a
change in the pressure distribution is observed. However, the linear theory of elasticity

does not account for changes in the boundary forces, which remain unchanged for
small deformation of the area considered.

For simplicity, we now shall restrict the discussion to solids in which the
contact area is a circle of radius a, and which is based on the analysis of solids of
revolution by Hertz. The system that we refer to is depicted in Figure F2.3 where co, are

the angular speeds of bodies Bi and B2, v1, are the speeds in the normal and tangential
direction at the contact point, and F, are the contact forces. In this case co,, co2, v,
Ft are equal to zero.

12So that the field stress calculated on the basis of a solid which is infinite in extent is not seriously
influenced by the proximity of its boundaries to the highly stressed region.
13So that, firstly the surfaces just outside the contact region approximate roughly to the plane surface
of the half-space, and secondly that the strains in the contact region are sufficiently small to lie within
the scope of the linear theory of elasticity.
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Figure F2.3 Parameters for the planar impact of two spheres.

By performing a static analysis of the contact area, Hertz proposes the following
pressure distribution:
(4)

P = P(

where Po is the maximum pressure, and r the distance to the center of the contact region.
In practice, it is usually the total load which is specified, as
Fn =

f p(r)Ircrdr
0

(5)

which leads to

F = pona

2

(6)

The analysis is described with more details by Johnson (1985) and leads to the
following results:
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The radius of the contact area is such that
(3FuReg

a=

(7)

4E,

where
1

1

Reg

R,

(8)

R2

1/R1, and 1/R2 being the relative curvatures of bodies A and B-, respectively.
and
1

Ee,1

1

V

E,

2

±

1

(9)

E,

v1, v2, El, and E, being Poisson's ratios and Young's moduli for bodies B1 and B2,
respectively.

F.

11111111111111111ili,

FO

Figure F2.4 Deformation and pressure distribution
of normal contact in Hertz theory.
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The maximum pressure is defined as
Po =

3F

(10)

2ica2

or

6F E
PO

rc

3

2
eci

(11)

2

R

The relative displacement of the contact points of the two bodies is

q. =

a2

(12)

Req

or

\
1

9F n2

q=

3

(13)

16R eq E

which yields
3

F. =3 1./RNEN(q.)2

(14)

The normal compliance of the colliding bodies is defined as

C = dcl
dF

(15)

By differentiating Eqn. (13) with respect to Fn, it yields

(

C. =

1

3

6FRNEN

(16)

which can also be expressed as

C=
°

1

2aEN

(17)

For bodies with the same material properties, we have Poisson's ratios v=v1 =v2, and
Young's moduli E=E1=E2. In that case,
R eq

=R

and

EN =

E

2(1 v2)
G

1v
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G being the shear modulus of the bodies.

Thus, Eqn. (17) becomes

C = (1 v)
°

(18)

2Ga

Difficulties in elastic contact theory arise because the displacement at any point

in the contact surface depends upon the distribution of pressure throughout the whole
contact. Thus, finding the pressure at any point in the contact of solids of given profile,
requires the solution of an integral equation for the pressure. This difficulty is avoided

if the solids can be modeled by a simple elastic foundation rather than an elastic halfspace. The purpose of an elastic model is to provide simple approximate solutions in

complex situations where half-space theory would be very cumbersome. This is the
case, for instance, of normal frictionless contact of bodies whose arbitrary profiles
cannot be represented adequately by their radii of curvature at the point of first contact.
In our particular case, Eqn. (14) provides us with the characteristics of the elastic
foundation without the need to perform further calculations. The stiffness of the spring
model in the normal direction is then
4
Kn = AiReci

(19)

Ems'

where Kr, is a constant. This idea will be used in the analysis of section 3.

2.3.2 Tangential Compliance
In the case of general coplanar motion of non-collinear collisions, we need to
introduce tangential velocities v1, va and the angular velocities of bodies Bt and S2, (01
and 0 o2 respectively, as shown in Figure F2.3. The study is restricted, again, to the
impact involving a circular contact area.

With frictionless surfaces the tangential and rotational motion is undisturbed by

the impact. On the contrary, with friction, tangential tractions arise at the interface,
which influence the motion14. Deformation under the action of tangential forces is
complicated by micro-slip. If Ft reaches its limiting value, i.e. -±i.tiFn I, the surfaces will
14The tangential force F, is opposed to the direction of motion.
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slip completely. But if IF,' < [LIFnl, there may be no slip15. In general, however, an

annulus of micro-slip would be expected at the edge of the contact area where the
normal pressure is low (Mindlin, 1949).
We analyze the contact undergoing a steadily increasing tangential force into two

bodies which are pressed into contact by a normal force which is maintained constant.
The distribution of normal pressure is given by Eqn. (4). The contact area is assumed to

remain constant throughout impact, and its radius is expressed by Eqn. (7). If a
tangential force, applied subsequently, causes elastic deformation without slip at the
interface, then the tangential displacement of all points in the contact area is the same.

The distribution of tangential traction is radially symmetrical in magnitude and
everywhere parallel to the t axis as

q(r)

(qO

1-

(20)
r2

a

where
F
2na2
The relative displacement of the contact points16 is given as
Ft 2 vi 2 v2
qt =
GI
G2
8a
(10

(21)

(22)

which corresponds to the elastic tangential deformation in the contact area.

Now, consider the case where the tangential force reaches its friction-limiting
value. The bodies are on the point of sliding, only the two points in contact at the origin
are stuck. The distribution of traction, within the contact circle r a, is

q (r) =
r2

(23)

_P-Po 1 --2

a

15The effects of creep, as defined by Johnson (1985), are not considered here.

16More exactly, the two points belong to the contact area and are separated by a small distance so that
they are not in direct contact.
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Moreover, we consider a distribution of traction, given by

q (r) =

a

poi

1

1

r2

(24)

2

acting over the circular area r

c. By superposing both tractions defined in Eqns. (23)
and (24), we get the total traction in the area r c as
(25)
q(r) = q (r) q (r)
A summary of the tangential pressure distribution is depicted in Figure F2.5. The

corresponding displacement is
3pFn 72 v1 2
qt
16

GI

v2 (a2

G2 )

c2

(26)

a3

The total traction in Eqn. (25) satisfies the condition of no-slip. Thus, there is no slip in

the circle defined by r 5_ c. Moreover, the value of the radius c can be found from the
magnitude of the tangential force

Ft =

f 27rq'rdr

fIrcq"rdr

0

0

(27)

=

(1 4)
a

Hence
1

c

a

Ft

=

\3
(28)

Note that while the tangential force increases, the sticking region decreases as expressed

by Eqn. (28). An annulus of slip penetrates from the edge of the contact area until Ft
reaches the limiting friction value.

Replacing Eqn. (28) into Eqn. (26) yields

qt =

34Fn ((2
16a

vt)
G1

(2 v2))
G2

(

11

2

Ft `3

gr,

(29)

which corresponds to the relative tangential displacement of the sticking region and
defines the relatiVe tangential displacement of the bodies.
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slip

c

q
c

a

Figure F2.5 Contact of spheres. Surface tractions due to the tangential
force Ft such that iFt I < IIIF. I Curve A, no slip; Curve B, partial slip.
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1.0

lbaq,
311Fu

Figure F2.6 Tangential displacement qt of a circular contact by a tangential
force Ft. A, with no slip; B, with slip at the periphery of the contact.

Figure F2.6 shows the importance to consider an annulus of micro-slip;
especially when the tangential force is over 40% of the normal force. Curve A
corresponds to the tangential displacement without the assumption of an annulus of

micro-slip at the edge of the contact area, related to Eqn. (22). Curve B corresponds to
the tangential displacement with the assumption of an annulus of micro-slip at the edge
of the contact area, related to Eqn. (29). For very small value of tangential force, when
the slip annulus is very thin, it follows the linear relationship for no-slip of Eqn. (22).
As Ft approaches [tFn the tangential displacement departs further from the no-slip
solution until the point of sliding is reached. On the point of sliding, the displacement qt
is just twice the relative slip at the edge of the contact circle.
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In the case where the two bodies have the same material properties, Eqns. (22) and (29)
become, respectively

Ft (2
4a

(30)

G

and

qt =

311(2

8aG

Fn

11

Ft

(31)

1.tFn

The tangential compliance is defined as

C = dqt
CL

dFt

(32)

Using Eqns. (30) and (32), it leads to
(2 v)
(33)
t
4aG
which is the tangential compliance for small values of Ft when the materials of the
colliding bodies are similar.
It is instructive to compare the compliance of two spherical bodies to tangential

force with the compliance to normal force found from Hertz theory. Using Eqns. (18)
and (33), yields
C,
2 v

C 2(1 v)

(34)

This ratio varies from 1.17 to 1.5 as Poisson's ratio varies from 0.25 to 0.5 and is
independent of the normal load. Thus the tangential and normal compliance are roughly

similar in magnitude. Note that, in the case where one of the bodies is an infinitely stiff
half-space, we can use the ratio defined in Eqn. (34).

The compliances described above represent only a small number of cases for
normal and tangential loading. Mindlin and Deresiewicz (1953) show that the process
of unloading is different from that of loading and this irreversibility implies that the
tangential compliance is dependent not only on the initial stage of loading, but also on
the entire past history of loading as well as the instantaneous relative rates of change for
the normal and tangential forces.
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We want to model the tangential deformation by a spring. We assume that the
tangential force Ft is proportional to en, which can be written, considering that Ft is
opposed to the direction of motion, as

Ft = Ktqtlilqt

(35)

I

where K, is found by using Eqns. (19) and (34) together with
Kt = Kn

( C, \

-1

(36)

so that
K =
t

8(1 v) E

3(2

v)

iR

(37)

2.4 Two-Dimensional Impact Methods
In this part, after presenting Routh's graphical method, we analyze two different
approaches of planar impact which results will help us in the definition of a new model.

2.4.1 Routh's Analysis
Routh (1905) developed a simple graphical method that leads to an analytical
solution to two-dimensional-frictional impact problems, i.e. it predicts the total impulse
by following the changes in the contact forces. The analysis neglects the tangential
compliance. It uses Coulomb's law of dry friction, and either Newton's or Poisson's
coefficient of restitution. Moreover, Routh's study includes the case of rigid bodies
which are partially elastic and imperfectly rough.

Consider two bodies 'B and B, with normal and tangential forces, F,, and Ft
respectively, communicated to 'B throughout impact. We define S as the velocity of
sliding, and C as the velocity of compression, both at point P of contact. After defining

the equations of motion of the system, we determine the lines of no sliding and of
maximum compression, SS' and CC' respectively, that are represented in Figure. F2.7.
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Fn

A

S

C'

Figure F2.7 Graphical impact analysis.

The method is summed up as follows: during impact, the representative point P travels
along AL17 until it meets SS'. It then proceeds either along SS', or along a straight line
making the same angle with the axis of Fr, as AL does, but lying on the opposite side of

SS'. The one along which it proceeds is the steeper to the axis of Ft". It travels along
this line in such a direction as to make the abscissa F increase, and continues along the
straight line to the end of the impact. The complete value of Fn for the whole impact is
found by multiplying the abscissa of the point at which P crosses CC' by (1+e), e being

the coefficient of restitution chose for the study. The complete value of Ft is the
corresponding ordinate of P. Substituting these in the dynamical equations, the motion
after impact may be easily found.

17Line where Fm..tFn.

18If a < tan-1

then P travels on SS', otherwise it travels along AL.
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2.4.2 Maw et al's Approach
In 1976, Maw used the general approach of Mind lin and Deresiewicz (1953) to

solve each of the incremental contact problems throughout the impact. However, with
this method, the previous load history of the system has to be continuously available at

each step. Consequently, after the nth step, the state is described as the sum of n
irreducible components. This places a practical limit on the number of time intervals that

can be used.

Maw, Barber, and Fawcett (1976) developed another method, similar to the
above. The theory is based upon the premise that the load history only influences the
behavior of the system insofar as it defines the net 'locked in' tangential displacement at

any instant. The information carried through the procedure is therefore independent of
the number of increments used. The potential contact region is divided into a series of
equi-spaced concentric annuli. For each step a provisional division into stick and slip

regions is assumed and the tangential traction and displacement distribution is
determined in all regions. In stick regions the tangential tractions must be below the

limits at which slip occurs whereas, in slip regions, the relative incremental
displacement must be in the correct sense for the assumed traction. The solution is
tested to see whether the assumed division is correct. If the test fails in any region the
assumption in that region is changed and a new solution is obtained. Convergence for
each time interval of impact is rapid. This method offers a clear computational
advantage and gives good results, however limited to the collision of spherical bodies.

Moreover, Maw et al. (1976) demonstrated, for the impact of elastic spheres, that
tangential compliance of the contact surface under the action of Coulomb's friction has a

significant effect on the rebound angle of the sphere when the local angle of incidence
does not greatly exceed the angle of friction.

2.4.3 Smith and Liu's Model
Smith and Liu (1992) study the problem of impact by other means. They use the

ANSYS code, which is a finite element method that predicts the dynamic response of a
deformable solid generated by time dependent loading, taking into account damping and
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inertial effects. The analysis focuses on non-collinear elastic collisions of a rod with a
hemispherical end on a rigid plane and includes the wave propagation effects generated
by deformation and friction during the collision. This method seems to be closer to
reality than most 'simplified' systems that appear in impact literature. This approach
involves, however, a significant computational load.

Moreover Smith and Liu show that the simplified19 analysis of the contact
presented by Routh (1905) and used by Keller (1986) and Stronge (1990) indicates that
the three coefficients of restitution20 can differ significantly, depending on the amount

of friction, the direction of the approach velocity, and the inertial characteristics of the

system. Furthermore, if there is significant internal dissipation, the tangential
compliance neglected in the simplified approaches may play an important role in the
dissipation mechanism. Smith and Liu suggest the need to define a model capable of
separating dissipation through sliding from that associated with normal and tangential
deformation, which clearly means that a tangential compliance should be taken into
account in any future impact models.

19Which neglects the tangential compliance.

20Namely Newton's, Poisson's, and Stronge's coefficients.
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3 MODEL OF PLANAR COLLISIONS

3.1 Improvement of Classic Dynamical Analysis: Kane's Method.
For the most part, traditional dynamics texts deal with the exposition of the
eighteenth-century methods and their application to physically simple systems, such as
the spinning top with a fixed point, the double pendulum, and so forth. The reason for
this is that, prior to the advent of computers, we could not hope to extract useful
information from the equations governing the motions of complex systems. Indeed,
considerable ingenuity and a rather extensive knowledge of mathematics were required

to analyze even simple systems. Not surprisingly, therefore, ever more attention came

to be focused on analytical intricacies of the mathematics of dynamics, while the
process of formulating equations of motion came to be regarded as a rather routine
matter. Now that computers enable us to extract highly valuable information from large

sets of complicated equations of motion, all this has changed. In fact, the inability to
formulate equations of motion effectively can be as great a hindrance at present as the
inability to solve equations was formerly. It follows that the subject of formulation of
equations of motion demands careful reconsideration. The method of Kane focuses on
that specific matter.

In the 1970s, when extensive dynamical studies of multibody spacecraft,
robotic devices, and complex scientific equipment were first undertaken, it became
apparent that straightforward use of classical methods, such as those of Newton,
Lagrange, and Hamilton, could entail the expenditure of very large, and at times even
prohibitive, amounts of analysts' labor. This could lead to equations of motion so

unwieldy as to render computer solutions unacceptably slow for technical and/or
economic reasons. Now, while it may be impossible to overcome this difficulty
entirely, which is to say that it is unlikely that a way will be found to reduce formulating

equations of motion for complex systems to a truly simple task, there does exist a
method that is superior to the classical ones as it leads to both major savings in labor
and simpler equations. Focusing attention on motions rather than on configurations, it
affords the analyst maximum physical insight. Not involving variations, such as those

encountered in connection with virtual work, it can be presented at a relatively
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elementary mathematical level. Moreover, it enables one to deal directly with
nonholonomic systems without having to introduce and subsequently to eliminate
Lagrange multipliers.

3.2 Analysis of Two-Dimensional Collisions
The model developed in this thesis is based on Kane's method (Kane and
Levinson, 1985). We will recall some major results, for a better understanding on how

the equations of motion of our model are determined. We first define the parameters
describing the system as well as the inertial properties. This will allow us, by using the
generalized impulse and generalized momentum equations together with some additional

assumptions on the deformation of the contact area, to determine the dimensionless
equations of motion for planar impact problems. Those equations relate the final
velocity to the initial one through the system-parameters. Finally, a direct application to
the collision of both a rod on a plane surface and two spheres will be presented.

3.2.1 Assumptions
The components of our system are assumed to be rigid, exempted of significant

deformation outside the contact region, during impact, since the contact region is
negligibly small in comparison with the size of the bodies. The duration of contact is
not instantaneous, although it is assumed to be sufficiently short so that there is no
change in the configuration of the bodies. During this very short time interval, the
contact forces become very large, the acceleration of the contact point becomes infinite,
and the velocities undergo the changes necessary for separation at the point of collision.

The approach velocity, which lies in the plane of motion, is assumed sufficiently low so

that the wave propagation subsequent to the collision can be neglected (Goldsmith,
1960). Moreover, high initial velocities would cause greater energy dissipation in the
form of increased plastic deformation which would not be recovered during restitution.

Hence, the bodies are assumed to be linearly elastic so that there is no energy
dissipation due to deformation, and friction will be the only source of energy
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dissipation. The contact surfaces of the bodies are assumed not to be smooth, and the
tangential force at the contact point obeys Coulomb's law of friction21.

3.2.2 Definition of the System
Consider two bodies B and

B moves in a planar fashion, and B' is fixed in a

reference frame X), rigidly attached to the Earth. A dextral set of orthogonal unit vectors

t, n and b, such that b = t x n, are fixed in Ro. t is collinear to the common tangent to
the contact surfaces at points P and P', n is in the plane of motion and normal to t. el,
e2 and e3, such that e3 = el x e2, define another set of perpendicular unit vectors, with
el parallel to the line connecting points B*, center of inertia of B, and point P, contact
point between B and during impact, e2 normal to the line (B *P) and e3 orthogonal to
the plane of motion.

The orientation of B in Wo can be described, for instance, in terms of the
coordinates of the contact point P in the t and n directions, i.e. q1 and q2 respectively,
and the angle 8 , with cos8 = t el , as indicated in Figure F3.1.

3.2.3 Generalized Speeds, Velocity Change
The system is nonholonomic22, and possesses three degrees of freedom in X).
The motion of the system is defined by ql, q2 and 0.
We define the three independent generalized speeds of the system as
= v13. t
u2 = v13. n
u3 = (0B b

(1)
(2)
(3)

where v8. is the velocity of B*, the center of inertia of B, in X). And (DB is the angular
velocity of B with respect to

21w ,here

the coefficient of limiting, or static, friction la is constant.

22The system is subject to one constraint, the planar-motion condition, which is nonholonomic.
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e2

>t

Figure F3.1 Two-dimensional collision. Definition.

Consider that the two rigid bodies B and q3' collide at a single point, referred to
as P on body B and P' on body B'. The velocities of the contact points can be expressed
as

V=I P
3

Vr Ur

VP

(4)

r=1

and
3

VP. = lir

(5)

r=1

where ir rP and "irP' are the rth nonholonomic partial velocities of P and P' in Ro. It is
useful to define the relative velocity v, of B with respect to B' as
V=V

P

-V

P

(6)

from which follows, for the rth component,
ir = VP

VP

(7)
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and
3

DrUr

V

(8)

r=1

3.2.4 Generalized Impulse and Generalized Momentum Relations
During impact, only the contact forces experience a large variation in magnitude.

Therefore, the changes in configuration and contribution from forces other than the
action-reaction at the contact point will be neglected. The impulse of the contact force
exerted by B' on B is g. It follows that the rth component of the generalized impulse I
is

=

(r = 1, 2, 3)

g

(9)

The Kinetic energy23 of the system can be expressed as a function of the independent
generalized speeds as
3

K=

3

1 Ilimurus
r=1

(10)

s=1

from which can be evaluated the nonholonomic inertia coefficients mrs, and we define
= (Mrs )(r,s=1,23)

9t is a (3 x 3) symmetric matrix of inertia.
The rth generalized momentum equation can be written as
Pr =

ax

(r = 1, 2, 3)

our

(12)

and, by using (10), one can rewrite (12) as
3

Pr=

mrsus

(r = 1, 2, 3)

(13)

s=i

Moreover, the integration of the rth equation of motion

fr+f,*=o

(r = 1, 2, 3)

23For the situation considered in this thesis, K contains quadratic terms only.

(14)
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over the time interval representing the duration of impact, leads to the rth generalized
impulse relation
3

mAus

(15)

(ti)

(16)

Aus = us(t2) us(t1)

(17)

1r = Apr =
s=i

where

APr = Pr(t.2)
and

t, being the instant when contact initiates and t2 corresponding to the end of impact.

If v' and of represent the relative velocities between the contact points, P and P', at the
beginning and end of impact respectively, then

Av = vf v'

(18)

and
3

irAur

Av =

(19)

r=1

We define the dyadic V as
v = (vrs )(r,s=1,2,3)

(20)

where
as

(21)

(as )(s=1,2,3) = (t,n,b)

(22)

Vrs = i71-

and

Note that the purpose of replacing frame (t, n, b) by an indice-type reference frame, i.e.
(as )(s=1,2,3)

is to simplify the oncoming calculations.

(8) can be rewritten as
v=
iT2u2

(23)

ir3u3

and using (21), (23) can be expressed as
V = (vo

+ v12

a2 + v13 a3)u, + \v21
(

+ v22 a2 + v23 a3)u2

+(v31 a1 + v32 a2 + v33 a3)u3

or

(24)
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(
V=

I

/a

3

vrIur ai +

II
3

V=

vr2u, a2 +

\ r=1

\ r=1

or

1

/

3

1

\

3

vr3u, a3

l, r=1

(25)

)

3

r=1

vuras

(26)

s=1

Similarly, (19) becomes
3

3

Av = I1 vrsAuras
r=1

(27)

s=1

Note that the coefficients v can be determined by using Eqn. (26) at initial contact, i.e.

when v=vi.
Moreover, the components of the impulse g can be defined as
gs = g as

(28)

and, by replacing Eqns. (21) and (28) into Eqn. (9), we end up with
3

1r =

Drsgs

(29)

s=i

Thus, Eqns. (10), (15), (26), (27) and (29) can be expressed in a condensed matrix
form as
K = 1 ul4tu

(30)

I = MALI

(31)

v =erjru

(32)

Av = VTAu

(33)

I = (it

(34)

Combining Eqns. (31) and (34) yields
Au = Mictig

and by substituting Eqn. (35) into Eqn. (33) we get
Av = Ng

(35)
(36)

or
g = LAv

(37)

N = (VT9e(1)

(38)

where
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= (nrs )(r,s=1,2,3)

(39)

and
L = (VTM1V)-1

(40)

Both Nand L are (3 x 3) symmetric matrices that depend on the initial configuration of

impact and not on the motion of the system. The dyadic Nprovides complete inertial
information necessary for relating the reaction at the contact point to local change in
motion. It depends on the distribution of mass and the constraints, if any. Moreover, as
the configuration of the system is assumed not to change significantly during the
collision, g may be expected to depend on v but not on the set of generalized speeds
used to analyze the system. Hence, all systems having the same initial velocity v' and
the same configuration at initial contact will be characterized by the same impulse and
separation velocity vf. Once the variation in velocity Ay is determined, the variation Au
is easily determined by replacing Eqn. (37) into Eqn. (35) such that
Au = MIVLAv

(41)

Therefore, we can determine any changes in velocity or angular velocity at any point of

our system by using the appropriate partial velocities and partial angular velocities.
Furthermore, it is interesting to note that the above results could be easily extended to
three-dimensional impact problems.

3.2.5 Alternative Formulation of the Impulse-Momentum Relations
Now that we have determined the matrix form of the equation relating the
variation of the speed of the contact point to the impulse of the contact forces25, we
replace frame (a, )0.1,2,3r which use is of no more convenience, by frame (t,n,b)
which is used for the definition of our model.
We define the relative velocity of contact points P and P', depicted in Figure F3.2, as
(42)
= vitt + von

24Note that, in the case of planar collisions, the components of Nwith b subscripts are of no use to
the analysis, as emphasized in (Smith and Liu, 1992).
25Refer to Eqn. (36).
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Note that by introducing Eqn. (42), we now have both nonholonomic partial velocities,
i.e. yr, and velocity components, i.e. vt. Therefore, the use of an indice-type

reference frame as we did in the former section would confuse the clarity of our
calculations, as we would use numbered indices for both types of velocity components.

e2

Figure F3.2 Relative approach velocity for planar impact.

Assume that the contact mechanism does not contain coupling between the b direction
and other directions, and that b is a principal direction for W. Moreover, by taking into
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account that the initial velocity vi is perpendicular to the b direction, we can assume that

the impulse g belongs to the plane of motion, i.e. g doesn't have any b component and
g = gtt + g,,n
(43)
and by using Eqns. (36), (42) and (43), it leads to
Vf = Vtf t

f
vnn

(44)

Which implies that the velocity at end of impact, vf, is in the plane of motion.

Hence, Eqn. (36) can be rewritten as
(Avt
[nu nth 1( gt
,Avn)

(45)

n

Lnot

where
[nu

nt.

not

nnn

=N

(46)

N is here expressed in (t,n,b). However, any N for a planar collision can be
completely characterized by its two eigenvalues and the angle between the normal
direction and a selected one of the two principal directions of X. With this simplicity of
expressions in mind, the following development is made.
In principal coordinates, for instance (e1,e2,e3), .Ar becomes diagonal , ni and n2 being

the principal values obtained. And the use of Mohr's circle produces
n1,2

n

=

n )2

2

2

A

2

± nth

(47)

we arbitrarily choose
(48)

721> n,

Then, the angle between the n direction and the principal direction along with ni is
defined as 0, such that
tan 20 =

2nth
ntt

n,

Moreover, we can write
n.Lt,nn

n2)

i + n2 + (n1
2

2

and
ntn = (ni

ri2 )sin 20

cos20
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We define m and X as
2

m=

(52)

+ n2
7/2

(53)

+ n2

so that Eqn. (46) becomes
Xcos20

N=

m

X, sin 20

2sin20
X cos 20]

1

(54)

m and X, depend on the configuration of the system. A further description of their
physical meaning will be given in section 3.3, by applying the equations to the analysis
of the collision of a rod on a plane.

Note that the integration of the equations of motion (14), over the complete duration of

the collision, eventually leads to Eqn. (45). Now, if Eqn. (14) is integrated over a
chosen time interval within the impact duration, for instance

At =[ta,tal

(55)

to < tb

It leads to
(vtb

vta

b

a

Vn

Vn)

nt,,
not

gt

(56)

nnagn)

where N/, vtb, vaa, and vbn are the components of the velocity at times to and tb
respectively. gt, g,, are the components of the impulse of the contact forces during the
time interval in consideration, i.e. At.
We now apply Eqn. (56) to a time interval, starting when impact initiates and finishing
at an arbitrary instant t, within the collision's duration. We define the relative velocity of
P and P', at an instant t during impact, as
v = vtt + van

(57)

Thus, substituting Eqns. (42), (54) and (57) into Eqn. (56) yields
X sin 28 Igt
X cos20
(y, vj 1

ofa von m

Xsin 20

1 X cos28 gay

(58)

The formulation of the equations of motion provides two relationships, i.e.

Eqn. (58). However, those equations are insufficient to fully determine the
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unknowns26, i.e. Nit, v, g and ga. Therefore, in absence of a detailed analysis of both

surface forces and the related deformation of the contact region, we need to make
additional assumptions to provide the complete set of equations, necessary for a full
determination of g and v. An analysis of the contact region should provide us with
additional information.

3.2.6 Additional Assumptions on the Contact-Area Deformation
The influence of tangential traction upon normal pressure in the contact area
during impact is usually small, especially when the coefficient of limiting friction is less
than unity (Hunter, 1957; Maw et al., 1976) or if the materials of the two bodies are
elastically similar (Johnson, 1985). Hence, the interaction between the normal and
tangential forces at collision can be neglected. Consequently, we assume that stress and

deformation in the normal and tangential directions, occurring at impact, are
independent of one another.

Moreover, the work done in deflecting the surface tangential due to friction is
stored as strain energy in the solid, and is recoverable under suitable circumstances.
The strain energy, built by the normal contact force and stored during compression in
the system, is fully recovered during the restitution phase.

To take into account the deformation experienced by bodies B and B'
constituting our system, we will model the force-displacement law by means of
springs. Normal and tangential deformations will be both modeled with one non-linear
spring, as depicted in Figure F3.3. It is important to keep in mind that such a model

couldn't be used to represent rigorously the complexity of a real collision process.
However, the use of our model is justified by its ability to simplify the contact
conditions during impact, which will contribute in getting reasonable solutions to the
problem.

26Note that the consideration, later in the analysis, of tangential compliance will add a fifth unknown
to the problem.
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n

t
t

Figure F3.3 Model of the contact area during elastic-planar impact.
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As shown in section 2.3.1, Hertz theory can be used to predict a nonlinear
force-displacement relationship in the normal direction. The non-linear normal spring is

defined by the following stiffness

K. = 4 Eec\/12,q

(59)

3

In section 2.3.2, we have shown that for small tangential force and bodies with similar
materials, the tangential stiffness is

Kt =

8(1 v)
3(2 v)

Eeq VIZeci

(60)

The forces developed by the springs may be written as
3

F. = K.(q.)2

(61)

Ft = Kts-ji

(62)

and

qn and s are, respectively, the extensions of the normal and the tangential springs.

If the tangential force is less than the limiting friction force, the tangential velocity for
elastic colliding bodies becomes the derivative of the extension of the tangential spring,
that is,

vt(t)= 4t) for IFtl< i_ilF.1

(63)

4, is the static coefficient of friction.

If the tangential force reaches the limiting friction force, then the colliding bodies begin
to slip, the tangential force becomes27

Ft =

(lit

0

1.tk

lvt

F.

(64)

1

and the system effectively acts as a rigid body once gross slip has occurred (i.e.
vt(t) # (t)). Note that tk in Eqn. (64) is identified as the coefficient of kinetic friction
for B and r. In the following we assume that t and lit are equivalent.
A direct consequence of the normal/tangential independence would be that the stiffness
matrix in the equations of motion consist only of diagonal terms, i.e. Kt and K..

27(Smith, 1991) provides another definition for the slipping case, based on the "average" of the
tangential components of approach and separation velocities.
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The force-impulse relationship in both the tangential and the normal directions are
gt = F,
(65)
and
g,, = Fn

(66)

Replacing Eqns. (61) and (62) into (65) and (66) respectively, yields

gt = Kts-a

(67)

and
3

g. = K.(-02

(68)

Moreover,

v=
t

dq,
dt

(69)

=ifit

and
vo = qn

(70)

Thus, Eqn. (58) can be written as

4, = v; +11(1+ Xcos20)gt + Xsin20gn]
m

(71)

and
1

+m [Xsin2Ogt + (1

Xcos20)gn]

(72)

Also, in the case where the colliding bodies are sticking, i.e. when IFtl < p.IFni
which is equivalent to
2

ISI < (11

(1)3

Kt

(-q 0 )

(73)

we have, referring to Eqns. (63) and (69),
clt =§
Otherwise, in the slipping case, i.e. when IFtl= P-IF.I,

(74)

we have
(75)
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By using the results from Eqns. (59) and (60), Eqn. (75) can be rewritten as
= -r
S=

11(2

v)

\2

3

g.

2(1 v)

(76)

which leads, after derivation with respect to t, to
2

= + (.42

v)

(77)

2(1 v)

sin

Note that either Eqn. (74)28 or Eqn. (76) will be used for the determination of s,
depending on whether the bodies are sticking or slipping. Hence, the ± sign in the
previous equations will be chosen such that the continuity of s is conserved, during the
possible transition from a sticking to a slipping configuration, throughout impact.

At this point, after taking into account the additional assumptions on our
system, we have five equations governing the motion of the bodies during impact. In

order to generalize the analysis, we will write the non-dimensional equations
corresponding to Eqns. (67), (68), (71), (72), (74), and (76).

3.2.7 Dimensionless Expression of the Equations of Motion
Firstly, we define vo as the magnitude of the component in the e2 direction of
the initial velocity v', i.e.
(78)

vo
and

v' = vo (sin at

cosan)

(79)

where a is the angle between (-n) and vi as shown in Figure F3.2.
Let us introduce the quantity29
m2v0 4

go =

E eq2 R eq

28More exactly its integral.
29 m has been defined in (52).

(80)
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as well as
g, = mvoy,

i=t,n

(81)
(82)

s = q0E

t,n

cloSi

(83)

where y, , E, and 8, are dimensionless measures of impulse, extension of the tangential
spring, and displacements, respectively.

By deriving Eqn. (83) with respect to time t, we get he relative velocity of P and P', v,
at any instant during impact, i.e.

v =qtt+qnn
(84)
= q06tt + q08,n

Thus, by replacing Eqns. (79), (81), and (84) into Eqn. (58), we get
q08t

vo sin at

1

=
1:108,3 + vo cos cm! m

1 + A, cos 20

?sin 20

A, sin 20

7mvoyt

1 k cos 20 onvoyi,

(85)

which, after simplification, leads to
n

St

sin at

cos 20

0

X. sin 20

q0 S +cos an
\,

ksin 20 1(7t`
1 k cos 20

(86)

ofi,

0

In addition, we define the non dimensional time i as

(

1

=

t

(87)

Vo

The differentiation with respect to time T, of Eqns. (81) and (82), yields
= mvori
s' = q0E'

(88)
(89)

Besides, consider a function 03 for which we distinguish two different derivatives, 1

and 0', as follows
d4:13

dt

(90)

3 CD is a function of class CI over the time interval corresponding to the duration of impact.
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and
dck

=

(91)

(It

The differentiation of Eqn. (87) leads to
dti = L° dt

(92)

g

Moreover, by using the chain rule for differentiation, Eqn. (90) can also be written as

de
dt dt

(93)

which leads, after replacing Eqns. (91) and (92), to
vo

(94)

qo

By applying the above relation to Eqns. (67), (68), (74), (76), and (86), and by using
Eqns. (88), and (89), we eventually get the following dimensionless equations
=

3(2

v)

(95)

elel 2

4

7. = 3 (-8.)2-

(96)

St = sin a + (1+ k cos 20)7, + (k sin 28)y

(97)

Sn'

= cosa + (ksin 20)yt + (1 kcos28)y.

(98)

and

[4(2 v)13(

= 6t

2(1 v)
e=±[p(2

v)

2(1 v)

(99)
°

2
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otherwise

(100)

°

We have a set of five non linear differential equations, (95) through (98) and
either (99) or3° (100), for which a solution will be determined in the following section
of this thesis. Before performing the numerical analysis of the equations, we will apply
the calculations performed to this point to the particular case of a rod colliding on a
plane surface.

"Depending whether there is sticking or slipping contact.
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3.2.8 Slipping and Sticking Conditions
It is of interest to know the conditions under which the system would
experience either slip or stick during impact. We restrict the study to the case
0,

,

CO,

aE

2

from which we can easily deduce the results for the alternative case

a E i--7t , 01 .
2

There is initial slip if

(101)

IFtl= .tIF'n I

which is equivalent to
2

(1.42 v))5
2(1 v)

$

qn

(102)

After differentiating with respect to t, it yields
2

(1.42

$

V))3

(103)

2(1 v)

4.
We know that

Tana = --4t at t=0
4.

(104)

Moreover, noting that, when slip occurs,
(105)

qt >s at t=0
n
Thus, the condition for initial slip, when a E [0,-2 [

iS

2

Tana >

(W2

V)

3

2(1 v) i

Now, Eqn. (45) can be rewritten as
f

Vt

Vt + fittgt + ntng.
1

together with
f
VD = VI] + ntagt + /tan
1

When slip occurs, we have

gt = ig.
Thus, Eqns. (107) and (108) become
vi = NT + (nto

linjgD

(106)

45
and
vfn = \Tin + (nnn

gnnt)gn

(111)

which can be rewritten as
of v'
n

g= nan

(112)

n

II

by replacing into Eqn. (110), it leads to
vtf

ntn
?Inn

[Intt (vfn
//at \

(113)

A necessary condition for grosslip is that slip occurs at the end of impact as
of >
(114)

and replacing Eqns. (103) and (113) into (114) yields
2

"to
nun

[inn (vf
pita

iµ(2 v)3 vf > 0
2(1 v)

(115)

If Eqns.(115) is satisfied, there is slip at the end of impact.
We now analyze the particular case of sphere collisions with a E

[0,2

L.

In that

case of central collision we have 0 = 0 , and we can assure that
(116)

vIn = vfn

The condition for slip at end of impact is determined by using Eqn. (104) and by
replacing Eqns. (54) and (116) into (115) it yields
2
_

X)

Tana > 211(1+
1 A,

(p.(2 v) '3

2(1 v)

(117)
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Finally, we sumarize the slip-stick conditions of sphere collision as follows:

Tana >

Tana >

Result

2

Case a

2

(4(2 v))

p.(1+ X)

2(1 v)

1X

Verified

(11(2

v))3

2(1 v)

Verified

Slip persists Throughout
impact

Case b

Verified

Not verified

Slipping at initiation of
impact that stops sometime
during the collision. Sticking
follows until the end.

Case c

Not verified

Verified

Sticking at initiation of
impact. Slipping starts
sometime during impact and

persists until the end.

Case d

Not verified

Not verified

Slicking persists throughout
impact.

Table T3.1 Slip-Stick Classification.
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3.3 Application: Impact of a Rod on a Planar Surface
Consider the collision of a rod B on an plane 51; as represented in Figure F3.4.

B moves in a plane perpendicular to plane N, If being fixed in a reference frame X,
rigidly attached to the Earth. A dextral set of orthogonal unit vectors t, n and b, such

that b = t x n, are fixed in X). t is collinear to the common tangent to the contact
surfaces at points P and P', n is in the plane of motion and normal to t. el, e2 and e3,
such that e3 = e, x e2, define another set of perpendicular unit vectors, with el parallel

to the line connecting points B*, center of inertia of B, and point P, contact point
between B and B' during impact, e2 normal to the line B*P and e3 orthogonal to the
plane of motion. Note that el, e2, and e3 define the principal directions of B. The
orientation of B in q?, can be described, for instance, in terms of the coordinates of the
contact point P in the t and n directions, i.e. q1 and q2 respectively, and the angle 0,
such that
cosi')

t ei

(1)

Moreover, the velocity of approach of B , v, is defined such that

cosa =

v (n)

(2)

111711

where a is the angle of incidence of the colliding bodies.
Furthermore, mB is the mass of body B.

Using the generalized speeds defined by (1) through (3), we can write
VB. = Uit

u2n

(3)

and
B

= u3b

(4)

we define the distance between the contact point P and the center of inertia B* of body
Bas

d=B*P

(5)

or
d = d(sin Ot

cos On)

(6)

Now, using the fact that points P and B* are fixed in the same rigid body B, we can
write
vP = vB* + coB x d

(7)
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and by using (3) and (4), we get
vP = uit + u2n + u3d(cos8t + sin en)
which yields
vPi = t

(8)
(9)
(10)

vP
=n
2
v3P = *USN ± sin On)

(11)

Hence
1

0

0

1

d cos()

d sin 0

v=

(12)
(t,n,b)

Moreover, the kinetic energy of our system is defined as
,

,2

1

K = -1--m, vB*) +to-n Ibo.

D

2

(13)

II, being the central moment of inertia of B in the e3 direction. If k3 is defined as the
radius of gyration of 0 with respect to the line parallel to e3, then
(14)

Ib = mBk32

Thus

K=m

B

(U12

+ u22 +

U 32k 32 )

(15)

which can be written in a matrix form as
K = 1 uT9Ku

(16)

2

where
^1

0

0

M = mB 0

1

0

_O

0k

(17)

32

Hence, by inverting (17) we get
_1

1

511

mBk3 2

k- 32

0

0

0

k32

0

0

0

1

(18)

Moreover, Nhas been previously defined as
N = (VTM-1V)

(19)
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e2

1c

\

Figure F3.4 Planar impact of a rod on a flat surface.
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consequently
r1

0

dcose

mBk32 L0

1

dsinO

1

1

=

[ k32 + d2 cost 0
d2 cosOsin0

mBk32

k32

0

0

1

0

0

k32

0

0

1

0

1

- 0

_

dcos0 dsin0 }

(20)

d2 cos 0 sin 0

k32 + d2 sine 0 (t,n,b)

Moreover,
e = cos Ot + sin On

(21)

1

and

e2 = sin et + cos%

(22)

Hence, the transfer matrix P, from frame (t, n, b) to frame (el, e2, e3), is
_
-cos
P = sin0 cos0 0
(23)

sine 0

0

0

1

Now, we can write Win frame (e1, e2, e3) by using the transfer rule
1 ar
'''' (n,t,b)

e, ,e,,e,)

(24)

which leads to
1

Tr(ee,,e,) =

I, 2

'13'3

[k32 + d2

0

0

(25)

k32

Note that Nis diagonal which is a direct consequence of (el, e2, e3) being a principal
reference frame for body B. The eigenvalues of Ware
k32 + d2
n1 =

MBk32

(26)

and
1

n2 =

m8

(27)

and, using Eqns. (3.2-52) and (3.2-53), we get explicit expressions for m and A, as

m=

2
ni + n2

2mBk32

2k32 + d2

(28)
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and

k

ni

n2

+n2

(29)
d2

2k32 + d2

k can be seen to lie between zero and one, larger values reflecting more pronounced
inertia coupling. For the contact between an end of an unconstrained, slender rod and a
immobile body, A =0.6.

Eventually, to get the equations of motion, we would replace Eqn. (29) into
Eqns. (3.2-95) through (3.2-100). Then Eqn. (28) together with the dimensionless
equations of motion would be used to get the actual variation of the parameters
characterizing the collision.

The former analysis of a rod-plane impact can be used in the case of the
collision of two spheres, depicted in Figure F3.5. Note that for two colliding spheres
the angle 0 is zero. Thus, we can get immediately the equations of motion for the
colliding spheres by replacing 0 by zero in the rod-plane impact equations. Moreover,
in Eqns. (28) and (29), which define m and X, d can be interpreted as the radius of the
moving sphere.

For a homogeneous solid sphere, the radius of gyration is
k3 =

2d

(30)

and
9

(31)
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I

n
e2

>t
e1

Figure F3.5 Planar impact of two spheres.
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4 NUMERICAL ANALYSIS

4.1 Existence and Uniqueness
Our system of differential equations, represented by Eqns. (3.2-95) through
(3.2-100), can be written as

{dY (t) = F(T, X)
(1)

(IT

Y(To) =

where X , Y, F,

are vectors defined as
(Fo

(Yoh
Y0

0

F1

xi
X

X2

Y2

F

y3

F3

y4

F4

X3

X4 )

F2

(2)
C3

51

\ Y5 )

\C5

and where x' (j = 0, 1, 2, 3, 4) are the variables of the system.
Let us define a domain 12 such that

= (r, W) / ti E [to, b[, w,

E [0,4]}

E

where W is an arbitrary vector.
The system of nonlinear differential equations (1) has a solution if the functions F,
(i = 1 , 2, 3, 4, 5) satisfy the following conditions:

F, (ti, X) is a real function.

F; (ti, X) is defined and continuous in the domain 52.

There exists a positive constant vector K such that
V(T,X1),(T,X2) E
4

11F1(T,X1) Fi(T,X2)I

Id1(.11xr,
n=0
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k,

where K = k2

,

and the values kr, are Lipschitz constants.

k3

k4)

We assume that the functions F, ('t, X) in Eqn. (1), are of class c2.3 1
Moreover, for any set of initial conditions the system (1) has a unique solution for
E [T0, b[.The initial conditions related to our study are defined in section 4.2.

Note that for most engineering purposes, the existence and uniqueness of the
solution of a system of dynamical equations describing a problem are usually verified.
This applies to our impact analysis. Hence, the functions F, (T,X) related to our set of

equations defined in section 3 can be assumed to be c2. The set of initial conditions
assuring the unicity of the solution are defined hereafter.

4.2 Initial Conditions
The general solution of a differential equation of order m involves m constants.
If m boundary values are specified, then a unique particular solution is determined 32.
How many initial conditions do we have for our system?
The different dimensionless variables involved in our problem are:
The impulse during impact, composed of a normal component yn and a
tangential component yt .

The normal and tangential displacements of the contact point P, i.e. 8n
and St respectively.

The displacement of the tangential spring E.

31A function F(t,X) is of class Ck over a domain II if it has continuous kth -order partial derivatives

with respect to i and X in II.
32(Kellison, 1975) p. 222.
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We consider the instant To when the two bodies come into contact as initial time. Thus
=
= 0 at the beginning of impact.

Before the two bodies come into contact the system is considered to be at rest.
In other words, at To , the tangential spring is at rest so that its dimensionless extension

E is: £°=0. Moreover, there is no impulse before the beginning of impact, so that, at
, we assume that 'en =11=0, where 7° and
are
are respectively the normal and
tangential components of impulse at time -co . Also, the displacement of the contact point
P, is zero both in the normal and tangential directions, i.e. 6°n =St°=0.

In addition, we need to specify the initial value of the angle of incidence a,
which will determine whether the impact starts in a slipping or in a sticking condition.
Hence, we have a total of six initial conditions for our problem. Therefore, we can
assure that the solution of the system of nonlinear differential equations be unique.

y° and a enable the determination of 8,'°, 8',,° and

A specified values for
Et0 as

S't° = sing

(3)

S'n° = cosa

(4)

and

Moreover

In the case of initial stick, i.e.
2

k
kt

if tan(a)

3

,

then: c'°

8;0

(5)

Otherwise, for initial slip:
2

E/0

[142

V)13 8/0

20 v)

°

(6)
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4.3 Numerical Integration of the Equations of Motion

4.3.1 Euler Method: General Background
We define h as the time-step increment for the numerical approximation, as

h = ti+1 Ti

(7)

Note that

= ih

Given a function (1)(t) continuous over a domain [t°,T1] and differentiable in le,t1{,
the single step numerical solution of the equation:
=

d(1)

(8)

is
4i4-1

wp.(ti (Di h)

(9)

where ¶ (T', I , h) is the increment function
Let us expand 4:0(t) in a Taylor series of order one about any point 'CI in {°,T11:

(1)((i +1)h) = 43(ih) + h

(ih) + h2 a243(E,)
2! at 2

(10)

0(h 2 )

4 E {ih,(i +1)h]
or

OW +1)h) = exp(111)(1)(ih)
or
i +1

01

(12)

where Taylor's operator, is defined as
a
,
e

=l+hat +0012)

(13)

Hence, we define the first degree approximation
h

1141(CI,C1)1,h)+

1)(1)(t)

(14)
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and the numerical equation approximating (8) is
(15)

+

(130' =

4.3.2 Application to Our System of Equations
While our code performs the calculations the input values, i.e. pi., v, 8, X, a,
ht, remain constant. Therefore, T is the only possible variable each time we run the
code.
Hence
Y,= 7, (c)

7. = 7. (c)
8, = 8, (t)

6u=k (t)
e=e(t)
Thus, the integration will be done with respect to T.

Moreover, we assume that yt, Yo, 6t, 6, and e are expandable in a Taylor series
about any point T' in the impact's time interval.

Eqn. (3.2-95) is:
,
Yt

=

dyt

(16)

dt

which can be rewritten as
d7t1

(17)

dt
By using the results from section (4.3.1), we get the numerical equation
h dy'

dt
Moreover, at time T1 Eqn. (3.2-95) can be written as
(8 1v)
z £ IZ
=

3(2 v)

(18)

(19)
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Finally, we get the numerical dynamic equation

h{ 8(1v)

71

(20)

v)

3(2

Proceeding similarly with Eqns.(3.2-96) through (3.2-100), we end up with
y'n+1 = yi

+° S' Yi

°

3

(21)

3

8+1 = ' + hIsin a + (1+ X cos 28)yi + (X sin 29)7:,

S'n+1 = o'n + h{cosa +ksin20y

(22)

+ (1 X cos20)71,,}

(23)

2

Ei+1

1+1

l£'

i<
I

L2(1-v)i

Di

(24)

2

[ g(2 v)

2(1 v)

Si+1 otherwise

(25)

Eqns. (20) through (25) represent the system of numerical equations that is integrated
by a Pascal program.

4.4 Accuracy and Stability of the Method
The truncation error of the numerical approximation for each step is equal to the
remainder of the Taylor's expansion performed earlier in the study:
Ee =

h a2e. (4)
!

at2

4 E [ih,

+1)11]

(26)

As demonstrated earlier, the problem has a unique solution. Therefore, the consistency
of the numerical formulation is assured, i.e.:
lim E, = 0
(27)
h-40

The smaller the time step chosen for the numerical integration, the smaller the

truncation error. Although, the smaller the time step, the more calculations and the
greater the round-off error. Therefore, we need to choose carefully the time step, so that
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we reach an optimum accuracy in the performance of the integration in the minimum

time. In other words, we want to find the greatest time step that will lead to a good
approximation of the collision.

To determine the best time step we have run the code with ht varying between
10-' and 10-5. For ht =10-5, some instability appears in the solution. 10-1 provides us

with results that are not accurate enough. li, =10-2 gives solutions which first three
figures are identical to the ones found with ht =10-4. Moreover, those results are very
close to the ones obtained by performing a fourth-order integration33. Hence, we
conclude that h, =10-2 should be the most efficient time step.

In addition, we need to be aware that the numerical method used is explicit so

that we need to be very careful regarding the stability of the method. In the cases
studied in this thesis with h, =10-4 no signs of instability have been detected neither for

the variables, nor for their derivatives. Consequently, The Euler analysis is convergent

and implies that a Runge-Kutta integration of our system of equations would be
convergent also. Note that with an implicit method it would always be convergent but
computation would take longer as there would be more calculation to perform.

4.5 Algorithm of the Collision-Analysis Code
The code, based on a first degree Euler numerical analysis enables us to get
information concerning the displacement and speed of the contact point P, as well as the

variation of the impulse force throughout impact. We can get information about all the
preponderant parameters defining an impact collision by running the code.
c is defined as
2

C=

[142 -13
2(1 v)

33We use MathCAD, which is based on a Runge-Kutta analysis.

(28)
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ha is the increment step on oc. e is Newton's coefficient of restitution.

v1,

19

llf2/ Ilf
T el/

T 2111

are dimensionless angles that are defined in section 5.1. 0, is the dimensionless
tangential force.

Input values
0, v, ht

V

Increment on j
oc=oc+ha

Display of
It, In, 8t9 8n
E' 8't, 81n, cbt

Main loop

Determination at

all]Output

a-step j of
V1, V2, V1
e,

lif1, V2, Vini
,w2n1, e, vf/vi

n1

V

Display of
Ni, V2, Vlni
N 2n1 e, Vf /Vj

vs. a

Figure F4.1 Algorithm of the code.
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Initial conditions
t-step i=0
T=0, c=0
Yt=°, Yn =O

Initially slipping

Initially sticking

I

I

Increment on i 'llIll-

T=T+ht

Determination at
time step i+1 of
Yt, Yn, 'St, 8n

e, Sit, S'n using
Eqns. (4.20)-(4.25)

FY

Output
Yt, Yn, Et, 8n

c, 8't, 8'n, tit

Figure F4.2 Algorithm of the code: main loop.
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5 APPLICATION AND COMPARISON WITH OTHER MODELS

In this section we display the results obtained by running the Pascal code of our

model. After defining the variables necessary for the interpretation of the results, we

investigate the variation of the impact parameters during an eccentric collision.
Subsequently, we compare the results of our model with those from both central
collisions (Maw et al., 1976, 1981) and eccentric impact (Smith and Liu, 1992).

5.1 Definition
The angles of incidence and reflection, depicted in Figure F5.1, are defined,
respectively, as

(
= Tan-1

(1)

V

and
vf

13 = Tan-1
( -.

(2)

v

where v't, vli, vl , and vfn are respectively the tangential and normal components of the
initial and final velocities.

Maw et al. (1976, 1981) defined two non-dimensional variables, vi and 'v2 as

W,=

2(1

v)Tana

p.(2v)

(3)

and

2(1 v)Tanl3
V2=

(4)

1.1.(2 v)

Note that Maw et al. defined vi such that vl <1 corresponds to an initial-stick
condition. In the same perspective, we define the non-dimensional angles of incidence
and reflection, corresponding to our non-linear-spring model, as, respectively,
2

=
and

[ 2(1 v)
1.(2

v)

3

Tana

(5)
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2
of

2

2(1 v) 13
1.1(2

V)

Tani

(6)

The variation of the tangential force throughout impact is also useful. We define
the non-dimensional tangential force (13, as
Ft

(pt = pt(Fn ).

(7)

Figure F5.1 Definition of the angles of incidence and reflection.
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5.2 Results From Our Model
The model of impact prediction is applied to the impact of a rod with spherical
ends and an infinitely stiff plane. The input parameters are:
!_t=0.5

v=0.28
X=0.6392

0=0.086n
a=0.31757t for figure F5.2 through F5.14.34
Note that, in figures F5.16, F5.17, and F5.18, a is a varying parameter in the interval
[0,-7tC. The values of a close to or greater than 0.571 are meaningless in practice.
2

The variation of the non-dimensional normal speed 6' vs. the non-dimensional

normal impulse yn, as shown in Figure F5.2, is quasi-linear throughout impact.
Therefore, the tangential impulse yt seems to have little effect on the normal velocity,
which implies that there is little inertia coupling.

6:

0.8

T

0.6

1

0.4

0.2 i
In

0

0.2

2

3

4

0.4

-0.6

Figure F5.2 Variation of the non-dimensional normal speed
6' vs. the non-dimensional normal impulse yo.

34The corresponding non-dimensional angle of incidence is 1111111=2.1838.
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Figure F5.3 Variation of the non-dimensional tangential
force (tot vs. the non-dimensional tangential displacement
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-0.3 t

-0.4
0.5 
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-0.7
-0.8
-0.9
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Figure F5.4 Variation of the non-dimensional normal displacement
5 vs. the non-dimensional tangential displacement S.

In figures F5.3, F5.4, and F5.6 we notice that the tangential displacement St
does not return to its original zero-position, which results mainly from the energy loss
due to friction at the contact area.
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Figure F5.5 Variation of the non-dimensional normal
displacement Sr, vs. the non-dimensional time T.
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Figure F5.6 Variation of the non-dimensional tangential
displacement 8, vs. the non-dimensional time T.

Figures F5.5 and F5.7 show that, as 8n and z return to zero at the end of
impact, there is no permanent deformation of the contact area. This result is expected as
the bodies are perfectly elastic.
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Figure F5.7 Variation of the non-dimensional tangential
displacement c vs. the non-dimensional time T.
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Figure F5.8 Variation of the non-dimensional slip (St-E)
vs. the non-dimensional time T.

We observe, in Figure F5.8, that sliding stops at about T=0.5, when maximum
compression occurs. Then the two bodies stick. Slip occurs again just before the end of
impact.
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Figure F5.9 Variation of the non-dimensional impulse y,
vs. the non-dimensional time T.
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Figure F5.10 Variation of the non-dimensional tangential
impulse y, vs. the non-dimensional time T.

Figures F5.9 and F5.10 show the variation of impulse throughout impact.
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Figure F5.11 Variation of the normal speed So' vs.
the non-dimensional time T.
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Figure F5.12 Variation of the non-dimensional tangential
speed 5: vs. the non-dimensional time T.

We notice that the normal velocity 5' is greater at the end compared to its value

at the beginning of impact. The slight increase in normal speed is due to inertia
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coupling, which enables some of the energy generated in the tangential direction to be
transferred to the normal direction. That transfer of energy added to friction explains
why St' does not return to its original magnitude, as shown in Figure F5.12.

1

cD,

0.8
0.6

F, = [1.Fr,

0.4
0.2

t

0
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-0.2
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0.8 .

1

-0.4

-0.6
-0.8 -[
-1

= pf

I

Figure F5.13 Variation of the non-dimensional tangential
force cl), vs. the non-dimensional time I.

c

Figure F 5.14 Variation of the non-dimensional tangential
force (1), vs. the non-dimensional displacement c.
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Figure F5.15 Variation of the non-dimensional normal impulse
7, vs. the non-dimensional tangential impulse 7,.
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Ilf2

Figure F5.16 Non-dimensional angle of reflection lir.2°1 vs.
non-dimensional angle of incidence iv,' .
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Figure F5.17 Variation of Newton's coefficient of restitution
e vs. the non-dimensional angle of incidence
.
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0
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Figure F5.18 Variation of the ratio of initial and final velocities
vf/v, vs. the non-dimensional angle of incidence win' .

In figure F5.17 we notice a variation of Newton's coefficient of restitution for
values of yin' smaller than 3.5. e depends on the inertia coupling parameters
and a. The higher inertia coupling, the larger e.
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5.3 Central Collisions: Comparison with Maw et al.'s Results
5.3.1 Impact of a Sphere on a Plane
The input values used are
µ =0.5

v=0.3
5/9
0=0
The prediction is made for different values of vi , as indicated on the following
graphs.

In figure F 5.19, the tangential force is limited by an opposite friction force. The

discontinuity of the curves when reaching the limiting friction force liFt, can be
attributed to the fact that a constant value of the tangential compliance is used for the
entire duration of impact. Furthermore, the dependence on previous load history is not
taken into account, nor is the dependence between the normal and tangential forces. In

comparing our results to those from Maw et al.'s we notice a few differences. In our

case, the reversal of the tangential force occurs later. Moreover, there is a slight
inflection of the curve as force reversal occurs.

In figure F5.20(a) there are some discrepancies especially for small angles of
incidence. The results do not show any positive angles of reflection for wi smaller than
1. However, the results are acceptable. The slipping-sticking regions provided by our
model are:

stick throughout impact if 0 yr/ <1.19
-slip at the beginning of impact and stick afterwards if 1.19

gross slip throughout impact if vi

vl < 4.59

4.59

Those values are very close to the ones proposed by Maw et al. However, it is
important to know that the angles vi and xv, depend on

as shown in figure F5.23.
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Figure F5.19 Variation of the tangential force during
the impact of a homogeneous solid sphere (v=0.3, p.=0.5, X=5/9)
at various values of wi; (a) Results for the nonlinear-spring
model; (b) Results from Maw et al. (1976).
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Figure F5.20 v2 as a function of vi for a homogeneous solid
sphere (v=0.3,11=0.5, X=5/9).(a) nonlinear spring; (b) Maw et al.
(1976).
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Figure F5.21 Variation of the ratio of /vi with respect to tvi for a
homogeneous solid sphere (v=0.3,11=0.5, k=5/9).
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Figure F5.22 Variation of Newton's coefficient of restitution with
respect to vi for a homogeneous solid sphere (v=0.3,11=0.5, k=5/9).
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Figure F5.23 Variation of i2 vs. kv, for different values of 1.1
(Homogeneous solid sphere, v=0.3, k=5/9).

5.3.2 Impact of a Disk on a Plane
We apply our method to both steel and rubber disks. For the coefficient of
friction we use the mean values obtained by experiment (Maw et al., 1981). The
following values were used as input:

i-t

v

X.

0

Steel disk

0.115

0.28

0.5

0

Rubber disk

2.4

0.5

0.5

0

Table T5.1 Input values for the prediction of disk collisions.
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mit =1.2

kvi =2

v1 =0.5

xV1 = 3
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Figure F5.24 Steel disk (v=0.28, u=0.115, A =0.5). Non-dimensional
tangential force vs. non-dimensional time for different values of iv,.
(a) nonlinear spring model: (b) Results from Maw et al. (1981).
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Figure F5.25 iJ2 versus Iv, for a steel disk (v=0.28, ;1=0.115, A,=0.5).
(a) nonlinear spring model; (b) Results from Maw et al. (1981).
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(a)

(b)

Figure F5.26 W2 versus Nfi for a rubber disk (v=0.5, ti=2.4, X=0.5).
(a) nonlinear spring model; (b) Results from Maw et al.(1981).
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As shown in figures F5.24 and F5.25, the prediction for the steel disk is good
for Nil inferior to 1. Note that the error for small angles of incidence is larger for the
rubber disk, in figure F5.26, than it is for the sphere.

5.4 Eccentric Collisions: Comparison with Smith and Liu's Results
We analyze the collision of rod on a plane for four different cases and compare
the results with those from Smith and Liu (1992).The input values are:

Case 1

Case 2

Case 3

Case 4

0.5

1

0.5

1

0.28

0.28

0.28

0.28

0.6124

0.6157

0.6392

0.6325

-0.19871

-0.1887z

0.0867r

0.1247r

0.26197c

0.29717c

0.317571

0.466771

1-1

v

a

Table T5.2 Input values from Smith and Liu's study.

The comparison between our method and Smith and Liu's is shown in figures

F5.27 through F5.30. We notice the similarity of the graphs. Therefore, our model
provides very good results in the case of eccentric collisions.
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Figure F5.27 Variation of normal impulse with tangential impulse
for cases 1 and 2. (a) nonlinear-spring model; (b) Smith and Liu (1992).
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Figure F5.28 Variation of normal impulse with tangential impulse
for cases 3 and 4. (a) nonlinear-spring model; (b) Smith and Liu (1992).
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Figure 5.29 Variation of normal velocity with respect to normal
impulse for cases 1 and 2. (a) Nonlinear-spring model; (b) Results
from Smith and Liu (1992).
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Figure 5.30 Variation of normal velocity with respect to normal
impulse for cases 3 and 4. (a) Nonlinear-spring model; (b) Results
from Smith and Liu (1992).
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6 CONCLUSION

In order to carry out a solution of the complex problem of impact prediction
some restrictions were necessary. We focused on the analysis of planar-elastic impact
of two rigid bodies. The duration of impact was assumed to be sufficiently low so that
the configuration of the system remained unchanged during contact. The influence of
tangential traction upon normal pressure is usually small and was therefore neglected.
The approach velocity was assumed to be low so that both wave propagation and plastic

deformation could be neglected. The only source of energy dissipation considered was

friction. The contact area was assumed to be circular and very small compared to the
size of the bodies. With those assumptions we performed a dynamical analysis of the
system. In addition, a static analysis of the contact area was applied by introducing
compliances in both normal and tangential directions. The resultant equations were
integrated with a first order numerical method.

The results of our model were compared to those from (Maw et al., 1976,
1981) for central impact, and (Smith and Liu, 1992) for eccentric collisions. The former

included a tangential compliance, took the influence of past history into account, and
was restricted to the collision of spheres. The latter used the numerical code ANSYS
which involved a heavy amount of calculations. Those references had been shown to

agree with experimental data. The simplicity of our system sacrificed part of the
accuracy of the prediction. Little discrepancies were, however, detected in the case of

central impact. The prediction of eccentric collisions gave very good results, which
were similar to the ones obtained by using ANSYS.
Consequently, our analysis seems to lead to a correct approximation of planar

elastic collisions. Moreover, the method presents non-negligible advantages. It
encompasses both central and eccentric impact problems. Furthermore, the Euler
numerical integration requires short running time in calculation, is stable in the cases

studied, and gives as accurate results as a Runge-Kutta analysis. Note, however, that
the reduction in computation is mainly due to the analytical improvement of our model.
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The efficiency and accuracy of the planar collisions can be improved. Instead of

using Eqn. (2-30) we could apply Eqn. (2-31) to define the tangential compliance. The

influence of the past history on the compliances could also be taken into account. The
model could include force coupling between the normal and tangential directions. A
damping coefficient could be added by putting a dash pot in parallel with each spring to
take into account dissipation due to either wave propagation or permanent deformation.
Also, the analysis could be extended to three-dimensional problems.
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program impact;
{created 01-10-94 modified 08-14-94, 08-15-94,08-18-94,10-20-94,04-10-95}
type
vect = array[0..1500] of double;
const
pi = 3.1415927;

var
j, n, iter: integer;
dd, ee: vect;
Tau: double;
A, Mu, Nu, ha, ht, La, Te: real;
coefl, psil, psi2, coef2: real;
Gto, Gno, epso, Dto, Dno, Dito, Dlno, epslo, diffo, difflo: double;
iGt, iGn, iEps, iDt, iDn, iDlt, ID in, iepsl, idiff, idiffl: double;
fGt, fGn, fEps, fDt, fDn, fDlt, fDln, fepsl, Miff, fdiffl: double;
test, var_A, ok: boolean;
f, fO, adf0, fl, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7, f8, f9, flO: text;
fl 1, f12, f13: text;
ff, ff0, ff l, ff2, ff3: text;
name: string;

procedure input (var psil, Mu, Te, A, ha, La, Nu, ht: real; var var_A: boolean);

var
increment: string;
begin
writeln('enter the following values:');
Mu=');
write('
readln(Mu);

Theta= (value entered times pi radians) ');
write('
readln(Te);

Te := Te * pi;
write('
lambda=');
readln(La);

Nu=');
write('
readln(Nu);

write('Do you want an increment on Alpha? (y/n)');
readln(increment);
if increment = 'y' then
var_A := true
else
var_A := false;
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if var_A = true then
begin
write('increment step for Alpha: ha:=');
readln(ha);
write('Enter first value for Alpha: A=');
readln(A);
end
else
begin
{write(' psi 1=');}
{readln(psil);}
{A := ArcTan(Mu * (2 - Nu) / (2 * (1 - Nu)) * psil);}
A= (value entered times pi radians)');
write('
readln(A);
A := A * pi;

end;
write(' time step ht=');
readln(ht);
writeln;

end;

procedure openfiles1 (name: string; var f, fO, fl, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7, 18, f9, flO, fl 1, f12,
f13: text);
begin
rewrite(f, concat(name, 'f));
rewrite(f0, concat(name, ' tau'));
rewrite(fl, concat(name, ' de));
rewrite(f2, concat(name, 'dn'));
rewrite(f3, concat(name, ' eps'));
rewrite(f4, concat(name, 'gt'));
rewrite(f5, concat(name, 'gn'));
rewrite(f6, concat(name, 'd 1 t')) ;

rewrite(f7, concat(name, 'dln'));
rewrite(f8, concat(name, 'eps1'));
rewrite(f9, concat(name, 'diff));
rewrite(f10, concat(name, 'diff1'));
rewrite(f11, concat(name, 'phit'));
rewrite(f12, concat(name, 'phit_boundary1'));
rewrite(fl 3, concat(name, 'phit_boundary2'));
end;
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procedure open_files2 (name: string; var f, ff, ff0, ffl, ff2, ff3: text);
begin
rewrite(f, concat(name, ' f '));
rewrite(ff, concat(name, ' alpha '));
rewrite(ff0, concat(name, ' psi 1 '));
rewrite(ffl, concat(name, ' coefl '));
rewrite(ff2, concat(name, 'psi2'));
rewrite(ff3, concat(name, 'coef2'));
end;

procedure write_to_files1 (i: integer; Tau: double; Mu, Te, A, La, Nu, ht: real; fGt, fGn,
fEps, fDt, fDn, fDlt, fD ln, fepsl, fdiff, fdiffl: double; var f, fO, fl, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, 17, f8,
f9, flO: text);
begin
if i = 0 then
begin
', Mu : 18 : 7);
writeln(f, 'Mu=
', Te : 18 : 7);
writeln(f, 'Theta=
', A : 18 : 7);
writeln(f, 'alpha=
writeln(f, 'lambda= ', La : 18 : 7);
', Nu : 18 : 7);
writeln(f, 'Nu=
(time step-non dimensional}
ht : 18 : 7);
writeln(f, 'h=
writeln(f);

writeln(fl, 'Dt');
writeln(f2, 'Dn ');
writeln(f3, 'Eps');
writeln(f4, 'Gt ');
writeln(f5, 'Gn');
writeln(f6, 'Dlt ');
writeln(f7, 'Din ');
writeln(f8, 'Eps1');
writeln(f9, 'diff);
writeln(f10, ' difl ');
end;
writeln(f0, tau : 18 : 7);
writeln(fl, fDt : 18 : 7);
writeln(f2, fDn : 18 : 7);
writeln(f3, fEps : 18 : 7);
writeln(f4, fGt : 18 : 7);
writeln(f5, fGn : 18 : 7);
writeln(f6, fDlt : 18 : 7);
writeln(f7, fD ln : 18 : 7);
writeln(f8, fEps1 : 18 : 7);
writeln(f9, fdiff : 18 : 7);
writeln(f10, fdiffl : 18 : 7);
end;
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procedure write_to_files2 (j: integer; A, coefl, psl, ps2, coef2: real; var f, ff, ff0, ffl, ff2,
ff3: text);
begin
if j = 0 then
begin
', Mu : 18 : 7);
writeln(f, 'Mu=
', Te : 18 : 7);
writeln(f, 'Theta=
', A : 18 : 7);
writeln(f, 'alpha=
', ha : 18 : 7);
writeln(f, 'ha=
writeln(f, 'lambda= ', La : 18 : 7);
writeln(f, 'Nu= ', Nu : 18 : 7);
{time step-non
writeln(f, 'ht= ', ht : 18 : 7);
dimensional }
writeln(f);

writeln(ff, 'Alpha');
writeln(ff0, 'psi 1');
writeln(ff 1, 'coefl');
writeln(ff2, 'psi2');
writeln(ff3, 'coef2');
end;

writeln(ff, A : 18 : 7);
writeln(ff0, psi : 18 : 7);

writeln(ffl, coefl : 18 : 7);
writeln(ff2, ps2 : 18 : 7);
writeln(ff3, coef2 : 18 : 7);
end;

procedure close_files1 (var f, fO, fl, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7, f8, f9, f10, fl 1, f12, f13: text);
begin
close(f);
close(fO);

close(f1);
close(f2);
close(f3);
close(f4);
close(f5);
close(f6);
close(f7);
close(f8);
close(f9);
close(f10);
close(f11);
close(f12);
close(f13);
end;
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procedure close_files2 (var f, ff, ff0, ffl, ff2, ff3: text);
begin
close(f);
close(ff);
close(ff0);
close(ff1);
close(ff2);
close(ff3);
end;

procedure adimentionalisation (iter, n: integer; ht: real; name: string; var adf0, f0: text);

var
1: integer;

Tau: double;
begin
reset(f0);
rewrite(adf0, concat(name, adim_tau'));
writeln(adf0, 'Dim less tau');

for I := 0 to n do
begin
readln(f0, Tau);
Tau := Tau / (iter * ht);
writeln(adf0, Tau : 18 : 7);
end;
close(adf0);
end;

procedure calc_tgforcel (n, counter, i: integer; var dd, ee: vect; var max: double; iEps,
iDn, fDn: double);
begin
if counter = 0 then
begin
ee[n] := iEps;
dd[n] := iDn;
end;
if (fDn <= 0) then
begin
if ((-fDn) > (-iDn)) then
max := fDn;
end;
end;
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procedure calc_tg_force2 (n: integer; Nu, Mu: real; dd, ee: vect; max: double; var fl 1,
f12, f13: text);

var

k: integer;
phit: real;
cst: real;

begin

for k := 0 tondo
begin
cst := 2 * (1 Nu) / (Mu * (2 Nu) * exp(3 / 2 * ln(-max)));
phit := cst * ee[k] * sqrt(abs(ee[k]));
writeln(f11, phit : 18 : 7);
(*non dimensional tangential force*)
if (dd[k] <> 0) then
phit := exp(3 / 2 * ln(- dd[k])) / exp(3 / 2 * ln(-max))
else
phit := 0;
writeln(f12, phit : 18 : 7);

phit := -phit;
writeln(f13, phit : 18 : 7);
end;
end;

(*upper boundary*)
(*lower boundary*)

procedure calc_beta_coef (Mu, Nu, A: real; Dlto, Dlno, iDlt, iDln: double; var psil,
psi2, coefl, coef2: real);
begin
psil := (2 * (1 Nu) / (Mu * (2 Nu))) * (-Dlto / Dlno);

coefl := -iDln / Dino;
(*Newton's coefficient of restitution*)
psi2 := (2 * (1 Nu) / (Mu * (2 - Nu))) * (iDlt / iDln);
coef2 := sqrt(sqr(iD 1 t) + sqr(iD 1n)) / sqrt(sqr(D 1 to) + sqr(D 1 no));
end;

procedure main (var iter, n: integer; var_A: boolean; A, Mu, Nu, ht, La, Te: real; var Gto,
Gno, epso, Dto, Dno, Dlto, Dlno, epslo, diffo, difflo, iGt, iGn, iEps, iDt, iDn, iDlt, iDln,
iepsl, idiff, idiffl, fGt, fGn, fEps, fDt, fDn, fDlt, fDln, fepsl, fdiff, fdiffl: double);

var

i, counter: integer;
test: boolean;
Tau, max: double;
c, countermax: real;

begin
{writeln(' the initial values are: ');}
(*calculation of the initial values of the variables and of their derivatives*)
{ vvriteln(' Gt0=0');}
Gto := 0;
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(writeln(' Gn0=0');}
Gno := 0;
{writeln(' Dt0=0');}
Dto := 0;
{writeln(' Dn0=0');}
Dno := 0;
{writeln(' Eps0=0');}
Epso := 0;
writeln;

fGt := Gto;
fGn := Gno;
fDt := Dto;
fDn := Dno;
fEps := Epso;

c := exp((2 / 3) * ln(Mu * (2
i := 0;
n := 0;
counter := 0;
countermax := 1 / (10 * ht);
tau := 0;
Dlto := sin(A);
Dino := -cos(A);

Nu) / (2 * (1

Nu))));

if (abs(Tan(A)) < abs(c)) then
begin
test := true;

Epslo := Dlto;
end
else
begin
test := false;
if (A > 0) then

Epslo := -c * Dlno
else

Epslo := c * Dlno;
end;
diffo := Dto Epso;

difflo := Dlto Epslo;
fDlt := Dlto;
fDln := Dlno;
fEps1 := Epslo;
Miff := diffo;

fdiffl := difflo;
while fDn <= 0 do
equations step by step*)
begin
{writeln(counter);}

if ((not var_A) and (counter = 0)) then

(*Loop for the integration of the
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write_to_filesl(i, Tau, Mu, Te, A, La, Nu, ht, fGt, fGn, fEps, fDt, fDn, fDlt, fDln, fepsl,
fdiff, fdiffl, f, f0, fl, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, 17, 18, f9, f10);
iGt := fGt;
iGn := fGn;
iDt := fDt;
iDn := fDn;
iEps := fEps;

iDlt := fDlt;
iDln := fDln;
iEps 1 := fEps 1;

idiff := fdiff;

idiffl := fdiffl;
tau := tau + ht;

if (i <> 0) then
if (abs(iEps) < (c * (-iDn))) then
begin
test := true;
{write('stick ');}
end
else
begin
test := false;
{write('slip ');}
end;
{writeln('alpha=', A : 10 : 7);}
fDt := ht * (sin(A) + (1 + La * cos(2 * Te)) * iGt + La * sin(2 * Te) * iGn) + iDt;
fDn := ht * (-cos(A) + La * sin(2 * Te) * iGt + (1 La * cos(2 * Te)) * iGn) + iDn;
{ write('. ');}

if test = true then
fEps := fDt - iDt + iEps
else
begin
if (iEps >= 0) then
fEps := -c * fDn
else
fEps := c * fDn;
end;

fGt := -ht * 8 * (1 - Nu) / (3 * (2 Nu)) * iEps * sqrt(abs(iEps)) + iGt;
if iDn = 0 then
fGn := iGn
else
fGn := ht * 4 / 3 * exp((3 / 2) * ln(-iDn)) + iGn;

fDlt := sin(A) + (1 + La * cos(2 * Te)) * fGt + (La * sin(2 * Te)) * fGn;
fDln := -cos(A) + (La * sin(2 * Te)) * fGt + (1 La * cos(2 * Te)) * fGn;
if (test = true) then
fEps1 := fDlt
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else

fEps1 := -c * fDln;
fdiff := fDt fEps;
fdiffl := fDlt fEps1;

if (not var_A) then
calc_tg_forcel(n, counter, i, dd, ee, max, iEps, iDn, fDn);
i := i + 1;

if (not var_A) and (counter < countermax) then
counter := counter + 1
else

begin
counter := 0;
n := n + 1;
end;

(*number of values stored*)

end;

if (not var_A) and (counter <> 1) then
begin
if (counter <> 0) then
n := n + 1;
counter := 0;
write_tofiles1(i 1, Tau, Mu, Te, A, La, Nu, ht, iGt, iGn, iEps, iDt, iDn, iDlt, iDln,
iepsl, idiff, idiffl, f, fO, fl, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7, f8, f9, f10);
calc_tg_forcel(n, counter, i, dd, ee, max, iEps, iDn, fDn);
end;
iter := i

1;

(*iter= number of iterations*)

if (not var_A) then
calc_tg_force2(n, Nu, Mu, dd, ee, max, fl 1, f12, f13);
end;
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begin (impact)
input(psil, Mu, Te, A, ha, La, Nu, ht, var_A);
writeln('Specify destination of the output files,');
write(' format of entry:< disk A : folderl :case number > :

°);

write(");
read(name);
writeln( " ");

if not var_A then
begin
open_filesl(name, f, ID, fl, f2, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7, f8, f9, f10, f11, f12, f13);
main(iter, n, var_A, A, Mu, Nu, ht, La, Te, Gto, Gno, epso, Dto, Dno, Dlto, Dlno, epslo,
diffo, difflo, iGt, iGn, iEps, iDt, iDn, iDlt, iDln, iepsl, idiff, idiffl, fGt, fGn, fEps, fDt,
fDn, fDlt, fDln, fepsl, fdiff, fdiff 1);
adimentionalisation(iter, n, ht, name, adf0, f0);
close_filesl(f, fO, fl, 12, f3, f4, f5, f6, f7, f8, 19, f10, fl 1, f12, f13);
end
else

begin
open_files2(name, f, ff, ff0, ffl, ff2, ff3);
(counts nber of increments)
j := 0;
repeat
writeln(A);
main(iter, n, var_A, A, Mu, Nu, ht, La, Te, Gto, Gno, epso, Dto, Dno, Dlto, Dino, epslo,
diffo, difflo, iGt, iGn, iEps, iDt, iDn, iDlt, iDln, iepsl, idiff, idiffl, fGt, fGn, fEps, fDt,

fDn, fDlt, fDln, fepsl, fdiff, fdiffl);
calc_beta_coef(Mu, Nu, A, Dlto, Dino, iDlt, iDln, psil, psi2, coefl, coef2);
write_to_files2(j, A, coefl, psil, psi2, coef2, f, ff, ff0, ffl, ff2, ff3);
A := A + ha;
j := j + 1;
until (psi2 >= 1);
close_files2(f, ff, ff0, ffl, ff2, ff3);
end;
end.

